Tevron's Automation, Load Testing and Monitoring Solutions are more powerful and flexible
with new Visual Studio integration - CitraTest, CitraTest APM, CitraTest VU
QA, DevOps and IT teams standardized on Visual Studio can seamlessly test and monitor application
performance for all architectures, all deployment models

Nashua, NH. USA – Feb 19, 2018 – Tevron, the leader in IT performance and end-to-end
monitoring and testing solutions, today announced immediate availability of new Visual Studio
extension for CitraTest, CitraTest APM and CitraTest VU. Tevron's CitraTest suite of test and
monitoring solutions can simulate and measure user interactions with any application accessible from
any Windows PC or VM, just as customers would experience them, to validate application quality,
reliability and predictability. Tevron scripting functions are easy to understand and correspond to real
user actions (Move Mouse, Click on Image, Double Click on Image, Wait For Image, Keystroke, Verify
Text, Read Text, etc.). Now with the new CitraTest Visual Studio Extension (CTVSE), Tevron's
automation, load testing and monitoring scripts can be directly built in the Visual Studio environment.
“We are so excited to blend the power of CitraTest® proprietary image and optical character
recognition technology with Visual Studio” said Jay Labadini, Vice President of Tevron. “Now, power
users and organizations using Visual Studio can rely on Tevron and the full features available in Visual
Studio and .NET environments including Visual Studio Intellisense to further accelerate and simplify
script development and reduce time to market”.
Team's requiring less advanced scripting can continue to automate user actions with the existing
intuitive point-and-click scripting wizard, while advanced users can seamless add more flexibility and
power to their scripts with CTVSE and standardize on Visual Studio. With Tevron's solutions the same
scripts can be used for functional testing, performance testing, regression testing and proactive
performance monitoring to streamline operations, ensure cross-functional alignment and save time.
Stay informed of industry insights and IT Best Practices via the Tevron company blog. Quickly share
ideas and feedback with the Tevron team via Twitter at @tevron, on Google+, and Facebook.

About Tevron (http://www.tevron.com)
Tevron® is a global software company that develops and delivers the most powerful and
comprehensive suite of End To End performance, Application Monitoring Solutions, SLA (Service Level
Agreement) and Automated Testing Solutions available in the world today. Tevron has successfully
delivered enterprise APM & Testing solutions that support every IT enterprise application to hundreds
of customers worldwide.
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